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A UNIQUE AND SIGNIFICANT UFO DOCUMENT  A noted American Indian researcher offers up a

collection of intimate narratives of encounters between contemporary American Indians and the Star

People. The first-person accounts, described as conscious experiences and recalled without the aid

of hypnosis, reveal a worldview that unquestionably accepts the reality of the StarPeople. The

stories also reveal cultures that almost universally regard Star People as ancestors, which allows for

interactions that take place without fear and helps explain the uniqueness of the encounters and

experiences.  The stories are told by people from all walks of life. Some had graduate degrees;

others had never attended school. Some were adept at technology; others had never used a cell

phone, owned a computer or a television set. A few of the stories are about events that occurred

before the 1947 Roswell incident, however, the majority of the events took place between 1990 and

2010.  This book significantly contributes to the knowledge about UFOs from a group that until now

have mostly remained silent. For readers, it is likely they will never look at the UFO phenomenon in

the same way again.  DR. ARDY SIXKILLER CLARKE, a Professor Emeritus at Montana State

University, has dedicated her life and career to working with indigenous populations. She is the

author of several children's books and the bestselling "Sisters in the Blood." While retired from

academia, Dr. Clarke continues to work as a consultant to American Indian tribes and indigenous

communities worldwide. She maintains website at www.sixkiller.com.
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I just finished reading Encounters with Star People about American Indian interactions with aliens

and UFOs. I had a hard time putting the book down once I read the first page. The participants in

the study came off as honest, humble individuals who for too long remained silent about one of the

world's biggest mysteries: Do aliens visit the planet Earth? After reading this book, you will definitely

believe they do. I highly recommend it and look forward to more books on this topic by the author.

Due to her access to the individuals in this book and her non-threatening approach to her research,

Dr. Clarke was able to document what other researchers only hope to achieve in their careers While

the only criticism I have of the book is that the author reportedly interviewed over 900 people and

yet the stories presented in this book are only a fraction of that number. The book left me wanting to

read more and more or to personally sit down with the author and pick her brain about the stories

she did not tell. In fact, the stories are so unique and unusual, that each could be a featured

film.With this book, Dr. Clarke has joined the ranks of Budd Hopkins and Dr. David Jacobs and

other greats in UFO studies, but unlike other researchers, Dr. Clarke's interviewees did not rely on

hypnosis. Rather, they told their stories as they recalled them which makes them far more

believable. I give the book 5 stars and would give it more if I could. If you are a believer or just

simply curious about the subject, you will not be disappointed in this book.I predict this book will

become a classic in UFO research. If nothing else, it is not a book you will easily forget.

This is one of the oddest books I have ever read on UFOs. The Native Americans whom the author

interviews, whether Alaskan, Navajo, etc., seem to be completely matter-of-fact about their

encounters with UFOs and aliens. If the aliens are caught in a snow storm, give them a lift. If they

have a flat tire, change it. If they get lost, help them find their way back. There doesn't seem to be

any of the hysteria surrounding UFO encounters found in other cultures. There also doesn't seem to

be much of the fear. It is a fascinating book purely from a cultural standpoint.

A no nonsense, unembellished but fascinating look at this subject. The authors's voice is just as

charming and measured as the voices of the Indians recounting their stories. The author allows the

stories to tell themselves. Because of her great networking skills among the American Indian

reservation system she has the luxury of using only the very best encounter stories, and her Indian

heritage gave her access to a people notorious for their reticence and privacy. Probably only a

blooded indian could have pried thes stories loose from so many different people. There is no need

to stretch or enhance anything. This is a no BS zone. The book also gives us an intimate glance into

the current reservation scene and the social dynamics. Sixkiller's academic training combined with



her very big heart strike the perfect balance between rationaility and intellectual adventure. She

genuinely cares for these people, and they all sensed that and opened up for her. I do hope she will

tackle some other forteana in the near future. American Indian sasquatch stories would be high on

my list.Highly recommended.

This was one of best books on UFOs and aliens I have ever read, and I have read a lot of

them.Most of us know about UFOs and advanced-technology aliens who for centuries have been

visiting and hiding from us.But for some reason our governments hide their knowledge, with the help

of their politcally-correct "press".What is great about this book is that all these stories are interviews

with likable down-to-earth people, like you and me.You will be able to relate to their honesty, and

their situations.Not all aliens hide from us, as you will find out in this book.Ardy's writing style is

warm and real.You can almost smell the coffee and taste the coffee-cake!You will love this book.

This book explains for the first time to me, that there are different species and types of aliens, all

with different purposes. It describes where they live and how they interface here. It even warns of

the psychotic insectoid/lizard creatures that abduct, probe and kidnap humans and other life forms

here. It describes the Non-interference directive.It is a great read with clear cultural insights into the

honesty and integrity of the Native Indian culture. This culture has always had familiarity with

various types of Star People, the friendly and paternal as well as those emotionless, sociopathic

insectoids who, devoid of compassion or other feelings, abuse sentient creatures here on Earth and

probably on other planets as well.

Completely original stories with a cultural edge. No hyperbole, little grey aliens all over the place or

bedside kidnappings.This book is so well written. Ardy can write a story of her investigations like no

other. Her writing keeps you wanting to read more.The American Indian perspective on "Star

People" is so far removed from the media hyped Hollywood view that it is refreshing to see a high

degree of normalcy applied to the subject. The accounts of the American Indians are fascinating

and believable with a wide array of alien types and scenarios (like there were when I was a

child).Compared to the books out there on the subject I'd highly recommend this book as one of the

best to read.
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